Infoboard is a tool that allows a very comfortable management of the information flow within a company: Create messages to announce upcoming changes in regulations, new threats, company news, or any other important information. Each message can be selectively placed in a particular application so that specific information, which for instance solely affects training or certification, will only be displayed when the user starts the relevant application.

CENTRAL COMMUNICATION TOOL FOR ALL CASRA SOFTWARE

The Infoboard is embedded in the CASRA Entry Service (CES) platform and works across all CASRA software products to enable seamless communication with users relevant to the respective application they are using. The messages pop up after starting the application in which the messages were placed. Additionally they are stored in their Infoboard inbox for later reference.

With this central communication tool you ensure that all users receive important information based on their specific tasks.

INDIVIDUAL AND ADAPTABLE MESSAGING SYSTEM

Send messages to an individual user, a group of users or to all users to communicate important messages such as:

› Regulatory changes
› New threat items
› Reminders
› Various other information

and specify the start and duration of the active message and how often it should be displayed to the user.

CUSTOMIZABLE REPORTING FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE

To verify that all users have read your message you are able to generate and export reports and filter them based on various criteria:

› By specific message
› By read status (all, read, unread)
› By activation (all, active, inactive)
› By user group

With this report you are sure that the message has arrived and has been read from the respective recipient and it gives you a chance to follow up if necessary.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
As the Infoboard is fully embedded in the CASRA Entry Service (CES) platform there are no additional configurations required.

FEATURES
Message creation
› Create, edit, and delete messages
› HTML-text formatting
› Integrate images into messages

Message distribution
› Define recipients of the messages individually or based on a group
› Define a duration where a message is displayed
› Define the application in which a message shall be displayed

 › Define the priority of a message
 › Define how many times the message shall be displayed to the recipient
 › Define the maximum number of messages displayed to the user at once

 › Generate the read status report with individual definition of which messages to be listed
 › Export and print the report